If you don’t build with Stabledge premium sub-flooring, you’re paying too much, working too much, or both.

Like water off STABLEEDGE’S back

If you’re looking for premium sub-flooring that you can install and forget about, you’re looking for Stabledge.

STABLEEDGE™
The premium edge in sub-flooring.

TO LEARN MORE, VISIT NORBORD.COM/STABLEEDGE

Norbord
“As a builder trying to deliver a quality product in a hypercompetitive market, I need every dollar spent on premium materials to improve the bottom line.”

Value and the bottom line
When it comes to sub-flooring, you’ve probably already learned that “lowest priced” is a misleading phrase – one good rain and your savings are washed away, thanks to moisture-swollen edges that somebody’s got to sand back down. And the most expensive premium product? Well, it may not swell up much, but neither will your profits.

Stableedge...the value leader
Norbord introduces the smarter alternative. It’s called Stableedge, and as the name implies, it won’t swell up when exposed to rain. Stableedge’s anti-swell properties are better than any other sub-flooring product on the market, including plywood. We stand behind that promise with a 50-Year Warranty.

Jobsite efficiency
Stableedge delivers the speed and simplicity of installation and long-term performance you want. Its tongue & groove edges fit together perfectly, without hassle. Sheets lay flat without buckling or warping, regardless of weather. Stableedge is strong, solid, dimensionally stable and consistent from panel to panel. There are no knots, core voids or delamination problems.

Saves your tools
Our process provides superior anti-swell properties while being jobsite-friendly. Other premium sub-flooring manufacturers, just add extra glue in an attempt to reduce edge swell. Builders working with Stableedge quickly discover how easy it is on their equipment. Saws stay sharper longer, drill bits keep drilling, nail guns keep nailing and screw heads don’t snap off.

Extra features to make your job easier
Builders have proven Stableedge on the jobsite. Printed fastener guides make installation easy. Every Stableedge panel bears warranty and logo information on the sanded surface to show homebuyers your commitment to quality.

Code approved
Stableedge is code approved for use throughout North America and meets or exceeds PS 2-10 Standards. All Norbord products are stamped by the APA – The Engineered Wood Association.